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This is where the worlds of racing and cruising multis meet, where we see high-tech lightweight craft
that use exotic materials and daggerboards to help produce electrifying sailing. Gunboat was
arguably the �rst to identify this market on a luxury level, and has since been joined by HH,
McConaghy, Ice Cat, and ITA.

And then there are the performance multis that are more minimalist and lean more towards the
offshore racer than cruiser – like Marsaudon, Dragon�y, Banuls, Dazcat, and Rapido… fun factor
guaranteed!

 

Just launched: McConaghy MC50
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Fresh from the Australian composite wizards McConaghy, the MC50 is the smallest series catamaran
in a new range that runs up to 90ft. Drawn by Jason Ker, renowned for his IRC winners, the MC50 has
performance in her DNA, designed as a fast cruising cat, capable of crossing oceans. 
The MC line has incorporated input of experienced owners and sailors, and includes some impressive
features. For example, the doors between the saloon and the cockpit concertina, while the saloon
windows slide open electrically for al-fresco living. A skylight down the middle of the coachroof lets
light �ood in, and can be specced as a large ‘solar glass’ generator to keep batteries topped up. 
Then there is the standard cross brace between the bows, which has been eliminated by using a
carbon �bre longeron down the boat’s centreline, tensioned with Nitronic rod stays. 
The �rst hull launched in time for La Grande Motte boatshow in April and the performance predictions
are bold. Polars from McConaghy suggest speeds of over 10 knots in a stiff Force 6, at 30° off the true
wind. Bear away onto a broad reach and she is expected to manage 21 knots-plus. 
Upwind performance is boosted by 3.5m-deep hydraulic daggerboards in each hull, which include a
fail-safe in the event of underwater collision.  “We expect her to track upwind extremely well,” says
James Kinloch  of McConaghy. 
And yet this is no pared-down raceboat. The saloon has deep seating to starboard and an extending
table gives dining space for at least eight, and can convert into lounging room if you drop the table
and install the �ll-in cushion. The galley and island unit to port are more penthouse than deckhouse,
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with induction hob and moulded-in sinks. Sensibly, there is a navigation station at the forward end of

the saloon, with good visibility ahead and access to all the systems. 
The styling was undertaken by Design Unlimited. 
“The concept was to create a penthouse apartment on the living deck,” says Ole John, director of
McConaghy Multihulls Europe.  “The 35-40m2 of space must be the biggest for a 50ft yacht.”

 
There’s a true �ybridge at the aft tip of the sloping coachroof, with twin helm stations that give
excellent visibility. The key control lines come back to winches here for easy single-handing. This is
also a social space with seating for seven people. 
“No other manufacturer to date has built a catamaran that gives effortless pace and upwind
capability combined with an ultra high quality, stylish and spacious interior. This is primarily because
the latter two are not comfortable bedfellows,” says Kinloch. 
The �ybridge means a compromise of having the boom higher up the mast, raising the centre of
gravity and centre of effort on the boat – both enemies of stability. McConaghy has tried to mitigate
this by slanting the boom slightly up from the gooseneck. 
The MC50 has a square-top 104m2 mainsail and a 50m2 self-tacking jib, broadly similar to a Lagoon
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50. But the key to her performance lies in Ker’s optimised hull shape, and the 40 per cent of her lay-up
that is in carbon �bre (she is six tonnes lighter than the Lagoon 50), meaning greater stiffness. 
The MC50 is available in a three- and four-cabin layout, each with dedicated heads and shower.

 

First impressions

The MC50 is a clever boat. A Ker/McConaghy project, it might be expected to be all about the
performance. That has yet to be proved, but the �rst MC50 to launch stole the show at its La Grande
Motte debut in April thanks to the sheer amount of open-plan living space it offers. 
The natural light and ventilation offered by using sliding doors and windows needs to be seen to be
believed, and the general feeling is that of a condo/apartment on the main deck. 
The view from the helms on the aft �ybridge is excellent, but I wonder how these relatively high
positions will feel in a rolling sea. The most impressive aspect for me, however, is the engineering
detail, something Ker is known for. It can be seen in the length to which he and the yard has gone
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with the mast base and bowsprit longeron supports, and the hydraulic centreboards that swing into
the hulls. 

The latter offer a clever solution to the problem of providing the performance bene�ts of 3.5m-deep
boards without swallowing excessive accommodation space. The boards have fail-safe pins that
break in a collision without  risk of leaking hydraulic �uid; and they take just 12 seconds to raise. 
This is a boat that we are itching to sail.

 

At a glance…

LOA: 49ft 10in (15.20m) 
Beam: 26ft 3in (8.00m) 
Draught: 3ft 3in – 8ft 10in (1.00m – 2.70m) 
Displacement: 14.5 tonnes 
Price: from €1.33m 
Contact: McConaghy  (http://www.mcconaghyboats.com)
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